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Abstract
■ Real-world navigation requires movement of the body through

space, producing a continuous stream of visual and self-motion
signals, including proprioceptive, vestibular, and motor efference
cues. These multimodal cues are integrated to form a spatial cognitive map, an abstract, amodal representation of the environment. How the brain combines these disparate inputs and the
relative importance of these inputs to cognitive map formation
and recall are key unresolved questions in cognitive neuroscience.
Recent advances in virtual reality technology allow participants to

MAIN TEXT
We learn about our spatial environment through active, selfgenerated movements: We move our eyes, turn our heads,
and physically traverse our surroundings. In real-world conditions, these movements cause changes in the visual information sensed by the retina (optic flow), and these visual
and body-based cues are integrated to form a spatial
cognitive map (Figure 1), a modality-independent representation of a spatial environment that is fundamentally
divorced from the manner in which it was encoded
(Bellmund, Gärdenfors, Moser, & Doeller, 2018; Epstein,
Patai, Julian, & Spiers, 2017; McNaughton, Battaglia,
Jensen, Moser, & Moser, 2006; O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978;
Tolman, 1948). This abstract representation is thought
to underlie a variety of functions, including flexible wayfinding strategies that adapt to environmental changes
(e.g., connecting novel routes; Schinazi, Nardi, Newcombe,
Shipley, & Epstein, 2013; Ishikawa & Montello, 2006) and
an ability to express spatial representations obtained
through one modality into other modalities or formats
(e.g., locomotion signals to map-drawing; Huffman &
Ekstrom, 2019a; Hegarty, Montello, Richardson, Ishikawa,
& Lovelace, 2006). Yet, despite consensus regarding the
existence of a spatial cognitive map (cf. Grieves &
Dudchenko, 2013; Benhamou, 1996), key questions remain
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experience body-based cues when virtually navigating, and thus it
is now possible to consider these issues in new detail. Here, we
discuss a recent publication that addresses some of these issues,
D. J. Huffman and A. D. Ekstrom (A modality-independent network underlies the retrieval of large-scale spatial environments
in the human brain. Neuron, 104, 611–622, 2019). In doing so,
we also review recent progress in the study of human spatial
cognition and raise several questions that might be addressed in
future studies. ■

concerning the nature of spatial cognitive map representations in humans. First, during navigation, how are cues
from multiple modalities (i.e., visual, motor, vestibular) integrated to form a modality-independent spatial cognitive
map? Second, how is information from this modalityindependent map accessed during recall, and what (if
any) role do the original encoding modalities play at that
point in time?
A large body of work has suggested that both visual and
body-based (idiothetic) cues are crucial for spatial cognitive map formation in animals. Multiples studies have
shown that vestibular cues are required for normal place
(Russell, Horii, Smith, Darlington, & Bilkey, 2003;
Stackman, Clark, & Taube, 2002), grid ( Winter, Clark, &
Taube, 2015), and head direction (HD) cell generation in
rodents ( Yoder et al., 2011; Muir et al., 2009; Stackman,
Golob, Bassett, & Taube, 2003; Stackman et al., 2002;
Stackman & Taube, 1997), as well as accurate updating of
their spatial location and directional heading ( Winter,
Mehlman, Clark, & Taube, 2015; Yoder et al., 2011;
Stackman et al., 2003). For example, lesions of the vestibular labyrinth disrupt the direction-specific firing of HD
cells in the anterodorsal thalamus of rats (Stackman &
Taube, 1997). Furthermore, when rats are wheeled passively on a cart into a novel environment, they do not maintain an accurate head HD signal, as they do during active
navigation of the same environment (Stackman et al.,
2003), and grid cells in the medial entorhinal cortex lose
their hexagonal firing patterns when the animals are
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Barry, & Burgess, 2010; Pine et al., 2002; Maguire et al.,
1998). However, these studies only suggest that idiothetic
cues are not necessary for constructing a cognitive map
in humans; they do not preclude the possibility that idiothetic cues might play a central role in supporting the formation of the cognitive map during conditions of real-world
navigation. In contrast with desktop-based virtual navigation, recent advances in head-mounted virtual reality (VR)
and omnidirectional treadmill technologies allow participants to move their heads and bodies to explore a virtual
environment, thus providing somewhat realistic visual
and body-based cues. In summary, immersive VR-based
navigation has opened the possibility of probing the importance of body-based cues for forming and utilizing cognitive maps in humans, including a recent study published
in Neuron by Huffman and Ekstrom (2019b).

HUFFMAN AND EKSTROM (2019)
Figure 1. The construction and implementation of the amodal cognitive
map in humans. When exploring a new environment, modality-specific
sensory input is integrated to form a cognitive map, an amodal
representation of the environment. The sensory inputs include
body-based cues as well as visual cues, and, in humans, can be informed
by depictions (such as maps) and prior knowledge from other sources.
The amodal cognitive map can be implemented in a variety of modalities,
including verbal descriptions, symbolic depictions, and through
navigation. Importantly, the cognitive map can be constructed from
any of these sources independently, such as vision alone, but is most
reliable when all inputs are present. Desktop-based and fMRI studies of
navigation predominantly deliver visual input and neglect body-based cues.

passively moved around in a cart (Winter, Mehlman, Clark,
et al., 2015). In addition, in humans, prior work has shown
that the presence of idiothetic cues improves performance
on a variety of spatial tasks, including virtual water maze
tasks (Brandt et al., 2005), distance estimation (Witmer &
Kline, 1998), and certain relative direction tasks (Chance,
Gaunet, Beall, & Loomis, 1998).
Yet, the importance of body-based cues for the formation of the cognitive map in humans is somewhat contentious, in large part because of the paucity of experimental
paradigms that probe human navigation during naturalistic
conditions (Taube, Valerio, & Yoder, 2013). For example,
many studies employ desktop-based virtual navigation,
in which participants view a spatial environment on a desktop computer screen and navigate through this environment using hand-held input devices, like keyboards or
joysticks. These paradigms are limited, in the sense that
participants are not provided body-based cues. Despite
this limitation, many studies have shown that humans are
capable of constructing a cognitive map under these
conditions, presumably using visual information alone,
without access to body-based self-movement cues (Nau,
Schröeder, Frey, & Doeller, 2020; Persichetti & Dilks, 2019;
Bellmund, Deuker, Schröder, & Doeller, 2016; Doeller,
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Huffman and Ekstrom (2019b) used a novel combination of
head-mounted VR and an omnidirectional treadmill to allow
participants to learn novel virtual environments via the use
of idiothetic cues associated with head movements, eye
movements, and motor actions in addition to an immersive
visual display (Bellmund et al., 2020; Huffman & Ekstrom,
2019b). Huffman and Ekstrom addressed three questions in
their study. First, are cognitive map representations in the
brain modality dependent or independent? Second, does
access to idiothetic cues while learning a novel environment improve the fidelity of the spatial cognitive map or
speed up the formation of such a map? Third, does the presence of idiothetic cues during encoding impact brain activity during recall and implementation of the cognitive map?
To address these questions, Huffman and Ekstrom tested
cognitive map formation using a judging relative direction
( JRD) task after learning a spatial environment under
three different conditions that varied access to idiothetic
cues: 1) an enriched condition, where participants jointly
used the head mounted display for heading direction and
the omnidirectional treadmill for translation to navigate;
2) a limited condition, where participants used a head
mounted display (for heading direction) and a joystick
(for translation); and 3) an impoverished condition, where
the joystick was used for both heading direction and translation. The authors reported that recall performance (i.e.,
pointing accuracy on the JRD) and the rate of boundary
alignment (a measure of global environment knowledge;
Manning, Lew, Li, Sekuler, & Kahana, 2014; Kelly,
Avraamides, & Loomis, 2007; Mou, Zhao, & McNamara,
2007; Shelton & McNamara, 2001) was equal across the
different conditions, leading the authors to conclude that
a spatial cognitive map of the environment was formed
equally well regardless of whether or not idiothetic cues
were available. These findings provide valuable behavioral evidence supporting the existence of a modalityindependent spatial representation in humans.
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Next, the authors assessed whether the presence of idiothetic cues during encoding (learning) impacted neural
activity when the participants recalled the spatial cognitive
map while performing the JRD task. They utilized four
separate analyses: 1) classifying task-state ( JRD vs. rest)
using functional connectivity; 2) comparing univariate activation of ROIs, including parahippocampal cortex, hippocampus, and retrosplenial cortex; 3) comparing univariate
activation across the brain using a novel Bayesian analysis
approach; and 4) classifying task condition based on
multivariate activity (whole brain and ROIs). Across all
methods, the results suggested that body-based cues did
not impact neural representations during JRD performance: neural representations of maps encoded during
the enriched, limited, and impoverished conditions were
statistically indistinguishable. Based on these behavioral
and imaging findings, the authors concluded that bodybased cues impacted neither the behavioral implementation of the modality-independent cognitive map, nor the
neural substrates supporting recall of the spatial cognitive
map. These findings provide further support for the existence of a modality-independent spatial cognitive map in
humans.

AMODAL VERSUS MODALITY-DEPENDENT
SPATIAL REPRESENTATIONS IN HUMANS:
A FALSE DICHOTOMY?
What do these results tell us about the nature of cognitive
map representations in humans? The authors offered two
possible views. The first view postulated that the neural
representation of a learned space is not significantly influenced by the modality through which this information
was encoded. Any combination of cues can, in theory, create the same cognitive map, which is ultimately supported
by modality-independent neural systems. This hypothesis
was termed the amodal spatial coding hypothesis. The alternative view postulated that the neural representation of a
learned space is inherently linked to the original modality
in which the information was encoded, so that neural systems associated with that modality must be called upon
while performing subsequent spatial tasks. This distinction,

however, is really an artificial formulation. Indeed, the bulk
of research on spatial cognition supports the view that the
brain will flexibly use whatever sensory and motor information is available to construct a representation of external
space, as shown in Figure 1 (also see Figure 1 of Taube
et al., 2013) (see also for discussions of how the cognitive
map is constructed, see Gallistel, 1990; O’Keefe & Nadel,
1978; Tolman, 1948). As shown in Figure 1, inputs into
the cognitive map representation may come from a number
of different sources—some idiothetic and some based on
visual input. In this view, vision alone is capable of creating
an accurate spatial representation. Nevertheless, spatial systems function best when body-based movement cues are
also available (see also Taube et al., 2013). Likewise, the expressed outputs derived from the cognitive map do not
necessarily have to call upon neural systems associated with
the encoding modality, although they can. Thus, when
computing a navigational route, the output (recall) can be
expressed in a number of different formats—actively taking
a route (movement), drawing a graphical representation,
verbally expressing the route, or performing visual imagery
(Figure 1). In this sense, the inputs into the cognitive map
come from many potential sources and, in turn, the outputs
from the map can be expressed in a number of different
ways. As such, it is clear that the output formats are independent of the way the map was originally constructed
(input formats).

CURRENT LIMITATIONS TO INVESTIGATING
THE NEURAL BASIS OF NAVIGATION
USING fMRI
As Huffman and Ekstrom note, understanding navigation
processes in humans is an area of great importance, and
fMRI has been a critical tool for advancing this research.
Although great progress has been made in recent years,
several limitations are still noteworthy with regard to
fMRI studies. First, it should be noted that spatial cognition encompasses many different processes such as perceived spatial orientation, spatial manipulation of objects
in 3-D, distance estimation, and navigation (Figure 2).
Second, navigation, itself, is a complex and multifaceted

Figure 2. Mental and physical
spatial cognitive tasks. Spatial
cognitive tasks can largely be
considered mental or physical
in nature. Examples of mental
cognitive tasks include mental
object manipulation/mean
rotation, distance estimation,
direction judgements, mental
navigation, or desktop-based
virtual navigation. Examples of
physical tasks include physical
manipulation of objects and
navigation in physical space. Importantly, physical tasks produce body-based cues (such as vestibular and proprioceptive cues), whereas mental tasks
do not. As such, physical tasks may have a mental component, but mental tasks do not have a physical component. Understanding the physical
components of spatial cognition is critical to building a full model of the neural mechanisms underlying real-world behavior.
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process that includes 1) a perception of one’s spatial orientation relative to the surrounding environment, 2) computation of a route to a goal, and 3) the implementation of
that route based on one’s current location and directional
heading. Understanding which of these processes are
being monitored during fMRI studies needs to be considered in relation to the spatial task the participant is performing. Furthermore, this broad definition of navigation
includes two forms of navigation: 1) physical navigation,
which involves moving the body through space in the realworld, and 2) mental or virtual navigation, where a person
moves through a nonphysical space. Virtual and mental
navigation do not require physical movement of the body
in space and can therefore be studied with fMRI. However,
mental and virtual navigation deprive participants of bodybased self-motion cues. So, obtaining a complete and
accurate picture of the mechanisms underlying physical
navigation necessitates studying participants when they
are using body-based self-motion cues. Whereas physical
and mental/VR navigation certainly rely upon some shared
neural mechanisms, some mechanisms will undoubtably
be proven to differ. For these reasons, fMRI studies, in
which participants are immobile and in a supine position,
will not lead to a full understanding of the neural mechanisms underlying navigation.
Multiple mental spatial cognitive tasks can be used to determine what mechanism might be impacted by the absence of idiothetic cues (and whether this mechanism
might be shared with navigation). However, because of
practical constraints, such as time and cost, fMRI studies
typically use only one task, and the tasks most frequently
used are ones that are better characterized as orientation
tasks rather than navigational ones per se. For example,
Huffman and Ekstrom only investigated performance on
the JRD task, and behavioral performance across the conditions was equivalent. So, the finding that BOLD activation
did not differ across conditions is perhaps unsurprising—
the participants performed the same task, at the same level,
and, most likely, using the same cognitive strategy across
all conditions (for additional challenges in interpreting null
results in fMRI, see Krakauer, Ghazanfar, Gomez-Marin,
MacIver, & Poeppel, 2017). As Huffman and Ekstrom correctly noted, it is possible that a task that encouraged the
use of idiothetic cues (or idiothetic-cue recall) would dissociate the conditions more effectively at the behavioral
level, and if that were the case, brain activation might differ
across the conditions. Future studies might ask how idiothetic cues influence brain activity during tasks where
such cues have been previously shown to benefit spatial
memory recall.
Another crucial limitation of using fMRI to study spatial
representations in humans is that the contribution of
body-based cues to the neural instantiation of the cognitive map can only be evaluated through inference during
recall and not during encoding because participants are
immobile in the scanner and therefore cannot use selfmotion cues for encoding when being scanned. Clearly,
4
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neural representations during active encoding, when participants are free to move their heads and bodies, will differ from a passive condition, when participants are seated
and head-restricted. Understanding how these idiothetic
and visual cues are integrated during encoding will be
essential for building a complete model of the human navigation system, and fMRI may not be the correct tool for
investigating this question (e.g., Aghajan et al., 2019).
Thus, whether and how idiothetic cues impact brain activity during encoding in humans remains an open question.
Encoding processes for navigation can be studied using
fMRI techniques if a participant is engaged in learning a
spatial task while in the scanner, but note that under these
conditions, all learning is occurring in the absence of bodybased self-motion cues.
Finally, aside from the limitations of the fMRI scanner,
omnidirectional treadmills have a unique consideration.
Most notably, the extent to which the body-based cues
afforded by movement on the omnidirectional treadmill
match those that occur during real-world movement is
alsocurrently limited, which limits the generalization of
findings using this technique to real-world navigation.
Similarly, although some degree of body-based cues are
afforded by omnidirectional treadmills, it is not a “given”
that participants use these cues. Omnidirectional treadmills force participants into an awkward posture and require unnatural body movements. Participants are posed
in a leaning position and drag their feet along the treadmill’s surface, whereas normal upper body and trunk
movements are hampered by the ring enclosure. This
positioning may interfere with the use of body-based cues.
Furthermore, little data exist to demonstrate how well
optic flow is calibrated relative to the stepping movements
taken by the participant using these techniques and how
optic flow timing was calibrated with the stepping motion
(i.e., was it precisely 1:1). These aspects of naturalism are
critical for making the body-based movement cues appear
realistic and consistently reliable, and are particularly
important for interpreting studies such as Huffman and
Ekstrom (2019b), where participants’ behavioral performance does not differ between enriched and impoverished encoding conditions. This absence of a difference
between these conditions suggests that the participants
could have disregarded body-based cues altogether and
relied on visual cues alone across the three conditions, rather
than using body-based cues when available to supplement
visual cues during encoding (as the authors suggest).
In summary, the absence of idiothetic self-motion cues
when studying navigational mechanisms in the scanner
would not provide a complete picture of how navigation
works in the brain. Thus, to fully understand the neural
mechanisms that underlie navigation will require methods
that incorporate body-based cues when participants are
navigating. This situation should serve as a reminder that
researchers need to consider how the absence of selfmotion-based systems impact their interpretations of fMRI
experiments.
Volume X, Number Y

RECENT ADVANCES IN HUMAN SPATIAL
COGNITION USING fMRI AND MORE
NATURALISTIC APPROACHES
Despite the limitations detailed above, great strides have
been made in our understanding of human spatial cognition using fMRI (Taube et al., 2013). This is due in no small
part to improvement in the head-mounted VR systems. In
the following section, we highlight several notable studies
that combine head-mounted VR and fMRI, before raising
several questions that remain to be addressed.
One advantage of head-mounted virtual reality is that
participants have natural idiothetic cues during encoding,
which might be reinstated during recall. Shine et al. leveraged this advantage to study HD coding when participants
recalled an environment that was learned during VR-based
virtual navigation (Shine, Valdés-Herrera, Hegarty, &
Wolbers, 2016). Specifically, they had participants experience a virtual environment using a head-mounted display.
After exposure in the head mounted display during fMRI
scanning, participants viewed scenes and made judgments
about whether their orientation was the same as in the
preceding trial. Shine et al. observed reduced activation
in the HD system when the participant saw views of scenes
from the same HD compared to different HDs (repetition
suppression). The change in activation was present in the
anterior thalamus, retrosplenial cortex, and precuneus
(Shine et al., 2016). This finding was particularly noteworthy because the anterior thalamus was known to contain a high percentage of HD cells in rats (Taube, 1995),
yet activation of the anterior thalamus had not been reported previously in participants performing spatial tasks
in imaging studies.
Head-mounted virtual reality can also be used to study
how active engagement influences neural representations
of an environment. Robertson, Hermann, Mynick, Kravitz,
and Kanwisher (2016) used this approach to investigate
the neural structures that link discreet fields of view.
Participants learned real-world panoramic environments
using active movements with a head-mounted display.
Behaviorally, they found that memory for the environments
formed with body-based cues caused discrete views from
within that environment to be linked: Linked views had a
facilitatory priming effect during subsequent memory
recall. Moreover, multivoxel pattern analyses showed that
the linked views were represented more similarly in retrosplenial cortex and the occipital place area (Dilks, Julian,
Paunov, & Kanwisher, 2013), providing a mechanistic
account of this effect.
In addition to providing an environment to be recalled in
the fMRI scanner, head-mounted virtual reality can be used
as a tool for detailed assessment of spatial-cognitive abilities
that can be related to MRI measurements. For example,
Stangl et al. had participants virtually navigate in the fMRI
scanner to obtain a measurement of grid-coding in each participant’s entorhinal cortex in a manner consistent with prior
work (Stangl et al., 2018; Bellmund et al., 2016; Doeller et al.,

2010). In a separate session, participants performed a path
integration task that involved making distance and direction
judgments while walking freely in an open arena wearing a
head-mounted display. Stangl et al. reported that, in older
adults, higher grid scores in the entorhinal cortex were correlated with better performance on the path integration
task. In addition to showing a creative use of head mounted
virtual reality, this study showed an intriguing relationship
between a measurement of the human navigation system
derived from virtual navigation with an independent
spatial-cognitive task outside the scanner.
Another novel and interesting approach, which shows
good promise, combines the use of film (video) simulation
or naturalistic activities in large-scale environments with
fMRI. For example Javadi et al. (2017) had participants view
films of a first person account traveling through a neighborhood in London, and then the participants had to devise a
new route to a goal upon encountering a detour along the
way. This task evoked activity bilaterally in inferior lateral
pFC that scaled with task difficulty. In an earlier study,
Spiers et al. (Howard et al., 2014) had participants conduct
a walking tour and view maps of routes through Soho,
London. Later, during fMRI scanning, the participants
viewed a video footage of the same routes and had to make
navigational decisions. Howard et al. reported a dissociation between the information encoded by posterior hippocampus and entorhinal cortex: The posterior hippocampus
activity appeared to encode the distance traveled, whereas
the entorhinal cortex activation correlated with the
Euclidean distance from the participant to the goal. What
is interesting about this study is the use of real-world navigation for training, which allowed the participants to experience naturalistic, body-based movements while gaining
spatial knowledge about the environment. Although the
decision events in the scanner were made based on visual
views of the environment alone—the decision was made
with knowledge that was, in part, acquired through naturalistic, body-based movement cues. Overall, video footage
from real-world places, as employed by Howard et al. and
Javadi et al., provides realistic visual input, such as optic
flow and natural objects, which may be an improvement
over the artificial environments used in many VR tasks.

MOVING FORWARD: QUESTIONS FOR
FUTURE RESEARCH INTO SPATIAL
COGNITION IN HUMANS
In summary, Huffman and Ekstrom (2019b) used a novel
combination of an omnidirectional treadmill, headmounted VR, and fMRI to study the role of idiothetic cues
when encoding a spatial cognitive map. Their study provides more evidence that vision, in the absence of bodybased cues, is sufficient to form a spatial cognitive map. It
also provides a unique insight into the mechanisms for
spatial memory recall in humans.
Nonetheless, we are still left to puzzle about how bodybased cues contribute to the neural representation of our
Steel, Robertson, and Taube
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environment. In particular, we highlight questions that still
require addressing:
• How are body-based cues integrated with visual representations (e.g., landmark and optic flow systems), and
how does the brain decide which cues to use during
encoding when systems conflict?
• What are the circumstances under which body-based,
self-motion cues matter, and what are the circumstances
in which they do not?
• How are different navigational processes (landmarks
and body-based cues) updated to correct for errors,
such as misorientation ( Julian, Keinath, Marchette, &
Epstein, 2018)? What brain areas signal that an error
has occurred, and what enables an orientation reset
to occur?
• How does the HD system operate in the fMRI setting?
The animal literature suggests that, within the HD cell
network, there will always be a subset of cells that are
active. Furthermore, the active subset will continuously
encode heading direction, even when the animal maintains the same HD for a period of time. In this sense, the
HD network is always “on” whether or not a participant
is using this information at a given moment. Given this
operative, one would expect that brain areas that
contain HD signals, like the anterior thalamus, would
always be active. Yet, many imaging studies report activation of brain areas involved in directional heading
when the participant is performing a spatial task,
although that brain area should already be activated.
Others have shown that just the opposite occurs, a decrease in activation (repetition suppression), in brain
areas containing HD cells when participants repeatedly
view scenes from the same heading direction within an
environment (Shine et al., 2016; Baumann & Mattingley,
2010). However, repetition suppression contrasts with
the way many researchers believe the HD cell system
operates, where there is little adaptation in cell firing
over time periods on the order of minutes (Shinder &
Taube, 2014). These issues need to be resolved.
• Relatedly, given that the HD cell network is always encoding real-world heading direction, how are multiple
reference frames maintained? In the sections above, we
mentioned that participants that are immersed in VR
have an awareness of their directional heading with
respect to the VR environment (i.e., cognitive heading
direction), but at the same time also have an awareness
of how they are oriented within the room they occupy
in the real world. How does the HD system switch between these two reference frames? Does the same HD
network or same population of cells capture both perceptions, or is the cognitive heading direction encoded
by a different population of HD cells or a different neural system entirely? Finally, can fMRI distinguish these
two different perceptual states?
• Using fMRI, Shine et al. have now reported HD coding in
one subcortical brain area (anterior thalamus) where HD
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cells have been found in rodents (Shine et al., 2016).
However, no studies have shown activation in other subcortical areas that are known to be important for generating the HD signal and directly drive the anterior
thalamus, such as the lateral mammillary nuclei and dorsal tegmental nuclei (Bassett, Tullman, & Taube, 2007;
Blair, Cho, & Sharp, 1999). Importantly, HD cells within
these structures are thought to encode directional
heading in its “purest” form and do not contain other
conjunctive properties, which might interfere with interpreting what information was activating the cells.
These subcortical areas should therefore be targets
for future fMRI investigations.
In summary, to gain a complete understanding of mechanisms underlying navigation, researchers will need to continue to consider the role of body-based movement cues in
spatial cognition. Head-mounted VR and other techniques
for providing body-based cues (e.g., omnidirectional treadmills) as well as the use of naturalistic fMRI stimuli (e.g.,
walking tours and films), are significant improvements over
previous approaches and will likely be important tools for
answering these questions. Whether future advances in
fMRI technology will allow one to image brains while participants engage in physical movement remains to be seen,
but ultimately this approach is what is needed to gain a
complete understanding of how the brain performs navigation. Future work should also consider distinguishing
between real-world navigation signals (i.e., “I am in
Washington, DC facing North”) from those generated by
cognitive processes (i.e., “I am imagining that I am in
Washington, DC facing North”). Similarly, it is important
to remain mindful that, when a participant is engaged in
a virtual task while in the fMRI scanner, they are simultaneously aware of the direction they are facing in the real
world. The latter perception does not get “turned off” just
because the participant is engaged in a virtual spatial task
in the scanner. Abiding by this distinction will aid in interpreting discrepant experimental outcomes in animal and
human models. As raised by Taube et al. in 2013: “As
research moves forward in this field, particularly with
developments enabling ever finer spatial and temporal
resolution with fMRI techniques, it will be important that
the dialogue among researchers using real-world conditions and those using virtual reality systems refer to the
same thing” (Taube et al., 2013).
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